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THRILLER

sisTeRs (Sœurs)
iMMeNse, eNORMOus, The FOResT 
sTReTChed OuT beFORe TheM

POOR FAlleN sOuls, i hAd TO Kill YOu…

May 1993. Two sisters, Alice 20 years old and Amber 21 
years old, are found dead on the banks of the Garonne. 
Clad in communion dresses, they face each other, attached 
to two tree trunks.
For the young Martin Servaz, newly inducted into the 
criminal police squad of Toulouse, it’s his first 
investigation. He quickly becomes interested in Erik 
Lang, a well-known thriller writer whose work is as cruel 
as it is disturbing.
Weren’t the two sisters his fans? Wasn’t one of his 
best sellers called "The Communicant"? The case has an 
unexpected and violent outcome, leaving Servaz crippled 
with doubt: a piece is missing in this investigation, an 
essential piece. 
February 2018. On an ice-cold evening the writer Erik Lang 
discovers his wife assassinated… and wearing a communion 
dress. Twenty-five years after the double murder the 
affair comes back to haunt Martin Servaz. The shock 
arouses his initial fears…to the point of obsession.
A spouse, two sisters, three communicants…and what if the 
1993 investigation indicted the wrong man? For Servaz, 
the past, resurfacing, will turn into a nightmare.  
A nightmare written in black ink.

FEAR, SUBMISSION, LIES, MANIPULATION… 
• 

THE NEW MARTIN SERVAZ INVESTIGATION 
•

A NIGHTMARE WRITTEN IN BLACK INK

Bernard Minier was born in Béziers in 1960 and grew up in the Southwestern France.  
He now lives near Paris and writes full-time. Published in 2011 his first novel, The Frozen dead 
(Glacé) marks the beginning of the investigations of Martin Servaz and was adapted in TV series 
currently available worldwide on netflix. The success of his ensuing 5 novels have made him an 
essential French thriller author. 
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Visit Bernard Minier on Facebook www.facebook.com/bernard.minier and on http://www.bernard-minier.com/

FIRST  
PRINT RUN  

110,000 COPIES
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5 NOVELS 

2,5 MILLION COPIES SOLD IN FRANCE 

TV-SERIES ON NETFLIX

wORLdwIdE

ICED
Full enGliSH TranSlaTion 

aVailaBle

In the Pyrenees, 
the body of a 
headless horse is 
found with traces 
of DNA belonging 
to the infamously 
dangerous serial 
killer, currently 
locked away in 
a neighboring 
psychiatric hospital. 
A few days later, the 
first human victim is 
found.

THE CIRCLE
Full enGliSH TranSlaTion 

aVailaBle

A surprise phone 
call from the past, 
a mysterious email, 
both signs that the 
most twisted of all 
serial killers may be 
back…

DON’T 
TURN OUT 
THE LIGHT
Full enGliSH TranSlaTion 

aVailaBle

What happens 
when someone 
takes control of 
your life and your 
relationships? And 
what is hiding in the 
darkness?
Don’t turn out the 
lights…and if you do, 
prepare for the worst!

A HELL OF 
STORy
Temporarily 
abandoning the 
commander Martin 
Servaz, Bernard 
Minier delves into 
a universe where 
danger is not 
where we think 
and intimacy is 
an illusion…he 
brilliantly tells us a 
dark and tension 
filled story… A Hell 
of a Story.

NIGHT
A stormy night 
on the North Sea. 
Kirsten Nigaard, 
the Norwegian 
inspector, is 
investigating on a 
murder on the off-
shore platform.
A few days later 
she finds herself 
in the office of 
Martin Servaz: the 
missing man is 
Julian Hirtmann, the  
illusive killer that the 
police have been 
pursuing for years. 

Skip TO COnTEnT
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CAI JUN 
The RiveR OF The ObliviON 
(La Rivière de l’Oubli)

A PuZZle oF dAunting coMPleXitY, 
As PoWeRFul As oRiginAl

Shanghai, June 1995.

On a rainy night, Shen Ming, a high school teacher 
admired and appreciated by his students, is stabbed 
to death. A short time before, two other victims, 
including a student, had been killed on the high 
school campus.

in charge of the investigation, inspector Huang Hai is 
unable to find a link between all these crimes. Each 
new answer leads to a new question. As if clarity was 
in itself an illusion … 

nine years later, in October 2004, a gifted young boy, 
Si Wang, is adopted by Shen Ming’s ex-fiancée, a very 
rich woman whose social status allows her a lot of 
power. At this same moment, new murders take place in 
the city.

And what if the child held the secret to these serial 
murders?

And what if he was the reincarnation of the professor 
who had come back for revenge?

THE BESTSELLING NOVEL OF  
THE CHINESE STEPHEN KING

A NOVEL THAT PLUNGES THE READER INTO CONTEMPORARy 
CHINA, WHERE SUCCESS HAS BECOME A CORE VALUE AND 

CORRUPTION INFILTRATE ALL SOCIAL RELATIONS

A MAGICAL REALISM THAT IS REMINISCENT OF  
SOUTH AMERICAN LITERATURE

Cai Jun is one of the most bestselling thriller authors in China and director 
of Shanghai Writers’ association.  He has published more than thirty novels and 
short-stories collections including “The latest Serial”, published in Weibo : Stories 
of the longest night has been on top of the hot topic for more than a year in Weibo, 
reaching 270 million clicks. 
By 2017, with total sales exceeding 13 million, he has been maintaining the record  
of the best-seller suspense novel in China for over fifteen years. Cai Jun is renowned 
for his boundless imagination, fascinating suspense, and rigorous logic.  
a large number of his works have been adapted into film, TV dramas and plays.

Published  
JuNe 7, 2018
400 P.
eNglish TRANslATiON 
AvAilAble

 
THRILLER

 13 MILLION 
COPIES SOLd 

IN CHINA
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Rights sold
ENGLISH, RUSSIAN,  

KOREAN, VIETNAMESE, THAI 



Rights sold
ENGLISH, RUSSIAN,  

KOREAN, VIETNAMESE, THAI 

NICOLAS d’ESTIENNE d’ORVES  
& NATALIE CARTER 
The sileNCe ANd The FuRY
(Le Silence et la Fureur)

Will You dARe listen to the deePest silence?

A lost lake in Ontario and, in the middle, a cragged little 
island where the evil wind of suspicion blows. Max king, 
a pianist beloved worldwide, lives there reclusively,  
a prisoner of his obsessions and nightmares…

Ten years before, a drama condemned him to silence: the 
slightest note on the keyboard causes him unbearable pain. 
For this grand artist, music has become his executioner.

Max sees no one other than his housekeeper, Susan. not 
his wife Fiona, not his son Luke, who has left the island 
and who everyone once referred to as the “Little prince”…  
A future pianist of genius, like his father. 

Luke’s return will resonate like a cataclysm on this 
cursed soil.

And the fury will soon surge from the silence!

MUSIC, ISLANDS, FARAWAy LAKES, ENGULFING NATURE & 
A DEADLy PIANO

AN OPPRESSIVE ATMOSPHERE OF UNRESOLVED CRIMES  
AND UNPUNISHED PASSIONS

A VIRTUOSO FOUR-HANDED NOVEL THAT PLUNGES THE READERS 
INTO  THE TROUBLED WATERS OF A FAMILy DRAMA

Published 
MARCh 1, 2018
368 P.

 
THRILLER
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A VIRTUOSO 
FOUR-HANdEd 

NOVEL
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natalie Carter, born in new York in 1955, studied at the Boston Museum School of Fine 
arts. Screenwriter, adapter, illustrator, dialog writer, natalie Carter is also a novelist : The Silence 
and the Fury is her third novel, co-written with her son nicolas d’estienne d’orves.
niColas d’estienne d’orves was born in neuilly-sur-Seine in 1974. an art and music 
enthusiast, he works as critic journalist for le Figaro littéraire, Madame Figaro, Figaro Magazine.  
He is the author of several short stories, essays and novels including othon ou l’aurore immobile (les 
Belles lettres), which won the roger-nimier Prize in 2002, The orphelins du Mal (Xo editions).
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“a HiTCHCoCKian THriller THaT SuBTlY MinGleS SuSPenSe, 
TWiSTS and … MuSiC” le FiGaro liTTeraire 

“a Four-Handed Blair WiTCH ProJeCT. a SCHolarlY, 
deViliSH & PoeTiCal PSYCHoloGiCal THriller.” le PoinT 
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Nicolas Beuglet 
The AlliANCe (Le Complot)
A neW gRiPPing inVestigAtion FoR sARAh 
geRingen, PRotAgonist oF “the scReAM” 
BestselleR
An island stricken by icy winds, in norway on the edge of 
the Arctic Circle. Atop a cliff, the naked and martyred 
corpse of a woman. The country’s prime Minister. Her 
hands grip a piece of white chalk. Below, on a corniche, 
the hollowed out head of a bull.

Faced with this crime scene, as terrifying as it is 
bizarre, the norwegian authorities have no other choice 
but to call in Sarah Geringën, the ex-special forces 
agent and super-investigator who was in charge of the 
investigation in The Scream, nicolas Beuglet’s last 
novel. 

Sarah discovers that the victim was killed by sword 
and that between her toes there is a miniscule tattoo 
with the word “Etta”. While researching the crime she 
discovers that the same type of crimes happened….2700 
years ago. Soon after, she unearths a sanctuary beneath 
the prime Minister’s house.  inside she finds a computer 
and the references of three women in charge of carrying 
out an incredible mission: restoring the power of women.
next to the names of these women are three dates, very 
close together. This sounds like a guarantee of mayhem. 
Sarah is sure that these women are in danger. When she 
starts feeling the shadow of a killer hovering around 
her the elite policewoman understands that a deadly 
hunt has begun to stop them.
And keep men in power….

Published
MAY 2018
400 PAges

 
THRILLER

niColas Beuglet   
is 43-year-old. after fifteen years 

at the channel M6, he decided to 
consecrate his time to writing 

screenplays and novels. 
He lives in Boulogne-

Billancourt with his  
wife and two daughters. 

The alliance is his 
second novel. 

Skip TO COnTEnT

A REMARKABLE THRILLER  
FULL OF ACTION AND SUSPENSE

•
AFTER "THE SCREAM", NICOLAS BEUGLET GIVES US  
A NEW THRILLER WITH AN ASTONISHING ENDING

•
AND WHAT IF, LONG BEFORE MEN,  

WOMEN RULED THE WORLD?



Nicolas Beuglet 
The sCReAM (Le Cri)

the discoVeRY oF A gReAtlY tAlented WRiteR

Every page of the story raises the question of the 
meaning of existence and plunges us into our innermost 
fears

psychiatric Hospital in Gaustad, Oslo. At dawn after 
a night of bitter cold, the body of a patient is found 
strangled to death in his cell, his mouth open in a 
silent scream. Rushed to the scene, the disconcerting 
inspector Sarah Geringen immediately senses that this 
case will be unlike any other…

The mysteries pile up: why does the victim have a 
scar in the form of the number 488 on his forehead? 
What do the indecipherable drawings on the walls of 
his cell signify? Why does the hospital staff seem so 
uncomfortable with the identity of this man who had 
been interned in the Gaustad Hospital for over thirty 
years?

For Sarah it is the beginning of a terrifying 
investigation that will send her from London to 
Ascension island, from the mines of Minnesota to the 
heights of ancient nice.

Subjected to a relentless countdown, Sara’s destiny 
will be linked to that of a French investigative 
journalist, Christopher, and she will discover, while 
digging up CiA records, a staggering truth about one 
of the questions that haunts each and every one of us: 
life after death…

The response, buried in top secret laboratories, 

might just be more frightening than the question!

A FASCINATING THRILLER OF RARE COMPLEXITy,  
INSPIRED By REAL DISCOVERIES AND EVENTS
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Published 
sePTeMbeR 8, 2016
491 P.
PARTiAl eNglish 
TRANslATiON AvAilAble

 
THRILLER

200,000 COPIES 
SOLd IN FRANCE
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Poland: Sonia Draga
Russia: Centrpoligraph
Slovakia: Albatros Media

Rights sold in 
5 countRies
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“THiS THriller iS one oF 
THe BeST oF THe SeaSon. 
addiCTiVe !”  
FeMMe aCTuelle

“a PunCHY THriller!”  
iCi PariS 

BESTSELLER



Cyril Massarotto
CliCK & lOve

A neW RoMAntic 2.0 coMedY thAt Will MAKe 
You WAnt to FAll in loVe AgAin 
And here it is : Only One Love ... another dating 
application that promises us love… with a capital “L” 
as they say.

Julie, for her part, hasn’t believed in love for a long 
time now. She is a 30-year-old cleaning lady in paris 
who has lived with a man that is more passionate about 
his cars than by his feelings and who has never really 
taken interest in her.

paul, for his part, is a surgeon living in London. 
His heart became an ocean of sadness after the tragic 
death of his wife. They had been such perfect partners. 
it seems impossible to find this invincible love with 
someone else.

nothing could have predicted that Julie and paul could 
cross paths but Only One Love is not an application 
like the others. The user is given only one choice 
among the various subscribers and it is the app itself 
that makes the choice for them after a compatibility 
test.
Reluctant at first, Julie and paul learn to discover 
each other… and love each other. With each new message 
their hearts start beating again. But the game of love 
and chance has never ceased to exist and even in the 
digital age this encounter will turn out to be much 
more complicated than imagined.

Who is Julie really? Who is paul really? is all this 
some kind of trickery? One thing is sure, this app is 
going to turn their lives upside down.

A TOUCHING AND FUNNy NOVEL IN THE VEIN  
OF "GOD IS A FRIEND OF MINE" THAT MAKES  
US WANT TO BELIEVE IN THE ENCOUNTER

•

CyRIL MASSAROTTO EXPLORES OUR HEARTS AND 
OUR TORMENTS WITH FINESSE AND ELEGANCE

 

Published 
MAY 3, 2018
300 P.

 
Romantic comedy

Born in 1975, Cyril 
massarotto
lives near Perpignan. For a long 
time, he was the lyricist for his 
band, Saint-louis, before starting 
to feel limited by that creative 
outlet and trying his hand at 
writing. First a school teacher, 
then the director of a nursery 
school, he devotes himself 
entirely to music and writing 
since the successful publication 
of his first novel God is a friend  
of mine, sold in 15 languages.
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Nicolas Vanier

The sChOOl OF liFe
(L’Ecole Buissonnière)

the neW heARtWARMing stoRY  
BY nicolAs VAnieR

paul, 11 years old, had only known one and the same 
horizon: the austere buildings in the working class 
parisian suburbs, where he lives with his father, 
Jean. By the beginning of June, Jean learns that the 
Railway Company he works for is sending him in Algeria 
for four months. 

Unwillingly, he has to leave his son in France and the 
only conceivable solution is to entrust paul to a joyful 
country lady, Célestine, and her husband Borel, the 
rather strict gamekeeper of a vast domain in Sologne. 
Célestine is not just anybody: she was the nanny who 
took care years ago of paul’s mother, Mathilde. But 
this should be a secret to be kept carefully…

The city kid, rebellious and stubborn, arrives in 
this mysterious world, that of a sovereign and wild 
region. The immense forest, the ponds, the crops, 
everything here belongs to Count de la Fresnaye, a 
taciturn widower who lives alone in his mansion. The 
Count tolerates poachers on the domain but Borel 
relentlessly tracks the cleverest one of them, who 
goes by the name of Totoche, without ever catching 
him red-handed.

in the heart of Sologne, with the notorious poacher 
Totoche, paul will learn about life, nature and its 
secrets and will learn how to catch fish, hunt game, 
and gather mushrooms, plants… But paul hasn’t come 
into this unknown universe by chance…

LET yOURSELF BE ENCHANTED By  
THIS GENUINE ODE TO NATURE &  

COMING-OF-AGE NOVEL

Published 
MAY 11, 2017
418 P.
PARTiAl eNglish 
TRANslATiON AvAilAble

 
Novel
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niColas vanier
When he is not off exploring the arctic, 
nicolas Vanier lives in the loire Valley 
with his wife and two children. He is 
the author of many travel books and 
adventure novels. His six previous books 
published by Xo have all been bestsellers.

100 000 COPIES 
SOLd IN FRANCE

• A MOVING STORY OF SELF-DISCOVERY

• AN UNIQUE VIEW ON RELATIONSHIPS 
BETwEEN HUMAN & NATURE

MOVIE RIgHTS SOLd IN 
14 COUNTRIES: CHINA, GERMANY, 
gREECE, gULF COUNTRIES, ISRAEL, 
JAPAN, MALAYSIA, PHILIPPINES, 
POLANd, PORTUgAL, THAILANd, 
TAIWAN, EX-YOUGOSLAVIA, UK

Rights sold
chinA : chinA south BooKY
hungARY : euRoPA KYAdo
leBAnon: dAR Al KhAYAl
PolAnd:ReBis



guillaume Musso 
AN APARTMeNT iN PARis 
(Un appartement à Paris)

ARt is A lie thAt tells the tRuth…

A MAN, A WOMAN, A SECRET… A MYSTERIOUS 
APARTMENT IN THE HEART OF PARIS…

paris, an artist’s workshop hidden at the end of a lush 
green alleyway. Madeline has rented it to allow herself 
some rest and isolation. Due to a misunderstanding the 
young cop from London sees Gaspard, a misanthropic 
author who has come from the United States to 
write in solitude, arrive on her doorstep. 
These two hyper-sensitive souls are 
forced to cohabitate for a few 
days. The workshop was once owned 
by the famous painter Sean Lorenz 
and still exudes his passion for 
colors and light. Overcome by the 
assassination of his young son, 
Lorenz had died the year before 
their arrival and had left behind 
three paintings, which have since 
disappeared. Fascinated by his 
genius and intrigued by his fatal 
destiny, Madeline and Gaspard decide 
to join forces in order to recover these 
supposedly extraordinary paintings.

But to uncover the real secret of Sean Lorenz they 
will first have to face their own demons in a tragic 
investigation that will change them forever.

An addictive and captivating thriller carried by 
profoundly human characters. A vertiginous jump into 
the mysterious world of creation.

guillaume musso  
is a phenomenon. Through his 
fourteen novels, translated the world 
over, this 43-year-old has conquered 
the hearts of millions of readers, and 
has imposed an original style, where 
suspense and emotion are closely 
woven together.
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THRILLER

ALREADY  
1,000,000  

COPIES SOLd 

Published 
MARCh 30, 2017

484 P.

“a total triumph. a book of maturity and audacity.” rTl

“a fast paced-intrigue that keeps you turning the pages until the end.” 
FranCe 5

“addictive.” Marie Claire

“His most intoxicating novel. [...] an intense, diabolical thriller that strings 
you along so as to better unnerve you. [...] psychologically mastered 
characters, multi-level intrigue and unbearable suspense.” TerraFeMina

Skip TO COnTEnT



14 BESTSELLERS IN 14 yEARS!

30 Million copies  
sold worldwide

Albania bota 

Azerbaidjan Qanun Publishing

bosnia-herzegovina herzegovina izdavaštvo

brazil verus 
bulgaria itzok Zapad 
China hachette Phoenix 

Croatia Fokus 

Czech Republic Motto Albatros 

denmark lindhart & Ringhof

estonia ersen

germany Pendo 
georgia Palitra l
greece Kastaniotis 
hungary Park Kiado
indonesia Penerbit haru

italy la Nave di Teseo

israel Kinneret 
Japan shueisha 
Korea balgungsesang 
latvia Zvaigzne AbC 
lebanon sama 

lithuania baltos iankos 
Macedonia Toper
Montenegro Nova Knjiga 
Netherlands A.W. bruna 

Norway Pantagruel 
Poland Albatros 
Portugal Planeta Portugal
Romania Allfa 
Russia eksmo 
serbia vulkan 

slovakia Albatros Media 

spain Penguin Random house

slovenia desk 
sweden damm Forlag
Taiwan Crown 
Thailand Amarin 
Turkey Koridor 
uK gallic 

ukraine hemiro
vietnam Nha Nam

“a little mysterious, a lot romantic and plenty entertaining.” CoSMoPoliTan (uK)

“The roads to suspense are endless. and surprising… Central Park is a face-paced psychological thriller full of twists.”  
l’eSPreSSo (italy)

“We put the pieces together to discover another mystery. one thrilling story leads to another.”  SiSa neWS People (Korea)

Praise for Guillaume Musso in France and abroad!

Sold in 41 languages!

ON THE  
TOP 10 BEST-
SELLER LIST 
IN GERMANY 
FOR 11 WEEKS 

Skip TO COnTEnT



WHO REALLY RULES THE WORLD? MODERN TECHNOLOGY OR HUMANKIND

Christian Jacq
TOTAl uRgeNCY 
(Urgence absolue)

the neW outstAnding thRilleR  
BY chRistiAn JAcQ
The Machine rules over the entire world. Created by 
humans, it now controls them in all domains.

Who oversees it? no one.
it is self-sustaining, diminishing all areas of freedom 
in the name of progress.
The vicious spiral of artificial intelligence. 
Only a handful of alchemists, heirs to the wisdom of 
the ancients of Egypt, have dared to challenge it. 
They are nine. nine representative of a mysterious 
brotherhood, nine keepers of the secret of life. 
The Machine eliminated them one by one.
All, except one: John patmos, the guardian of a temple 
lost in an Egyptian oasis who, under threat, had run 
away.
The last soldier of an army reduced to himself.
patmos is the only one, with his shamanic powers, who 
may triumph over the Machine
For the Scottish journalist Bruce Reuchlin there is a 
total urgency: find he who embodies the last hope for 
humanity.

FROM SIBERIA TO NEW yORK,  
A TERRIFyING RACE AGAINST THE CLOCK

AN EXPLOSIVE AND CONTEMPORARy THRILLER

it is worldwide, it shakes up the economy and society, encompasses all ideologies 
and structures a global government that operates on its own, without anyone – or 
almost anyone – taking a stand against it.
Artificial intelligence is neither mere progress nor evolution, but rather a 
radical transformation, and undoubtedly definitive, that generates a virtual world 
before our very eyes, populated by tamed individuals who, by will or by force, will 
themselves become artificial.
Today there is no subject more important and more underestimated than this one. 
And yet all humans are concerned. My pen is the only arm i have to contribute  
to the struggle against this ruthless Machine that humans created and which 
might well reduce them, if they don’t find the wisdom of the Ancients, to the 
state of slaves.
This novel is that of a Total Urgency.
              Christian Jacq 

 

Published 
OCTObeR 11, 2017
418 P.

 
Thriller

CHRISTIAN 
JACQ’S NOVELS 

SOLd 27 MILLION 
COPIES wORLdwIdE & 

HAVE BEEN TRANSLATEd 
INTO 29 LANgUAgES

‘ ’Skip TO COnTEnT



Christian Jacq
sPhiNx

An eXPlosiVe thRilleR ABout 
the deViAtions oF cuRRent technologY.

the stoRY oF the heiRs  
oF Ancient egYPt, the lAst oPPonents  
to the FollY oF MAnKind.

They are nine.

nine representatives of a mysterious brotherhood, 
Sphinx.

nine keepers of the secret of life, spread out 
around the world.

nine sentenced to death by the new masters of 
technology who believe that money rules and whose 
goal is spine-chilling: the definitive takeover 
of the human brain by machines.

From new York these masters have begun a 
relentless search in order to eliminate, 
one by one, the members of the Sphinx.

However, they haven’t considered 
the determination of a Scottish 
journalist, Bruce Reuchlin, an 
arduous investigator, ready to risk 
all to uncover their diabolical 
plan.

Bruce, however, puts his life in 
danger with each step. The deeper he 
delves into his investigation, the more 
the question of who really governs our world 
terrifies him. 

Progressively the reader discovers, 
petrified, who really rules our world.
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Published 
OCTObeR 13, 2016
PARTiAl eNglish 
TRANslATiON 
AvAilAble
396 P.

 
THRILLER

Christian JaCq
became  a world-wide success 
with his Champollion and ramses 
series.  His novels sparked an 
unprecedented mass-market 
passion for ancient egypt that 
remains active to this day.  ’

60,000 COPIES 
SOLd IN FRANCE
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T h e  i n v e s t i g a t i o n s  o f  I n s p e c t o r  H i g g i n s

“This book reads like a great agatha Christie 
novel and we are impatiently awaiting to 
discover the next adventures of this inspector 
from Scotland Yard who takes as much after 
Hercule Poirot as he does inspector Colombo.”   
le dauPHiné liBéré

Christian JACQ 

CRiMe ON lAKe geNevA
(Crime sur le lac Genève ?)

Published 
JANuARY 25, 2018
215 P.

Cozy crime 
series

In addition to his fantastic 
novels about ancient Egypt, 
Christian Jacq is also the 
author of a cult series, The 
Investigations of Inspector 
Higgins, which has captivated 
thousands of readers. 

In this new novel, for Inspector 
Higgins, a worthy heir to 
Sherlock Holmes and Hercule 
Poirot, identifying the assassin 
means avoiding engulfing Lake 
Geneva in flames.

http://www.inspecteurhiggins.com/Skip TO COnTEnT



> 4 TITLES PER YEAR 
  
> 27 TITLES ALREADY 
PUBLISHEd

 
 
 

AbOUT CHRISTIAN JACQ’S 
WORKS:
> SOLd IN 29 LANgUAgES
> MORE THAN 27 MILLION 
COPIES SOLd!

T h e  i n v e s t i g a t i o n s  o f  I n s p e c t o r  H i g g i n s

400,000 
COPIES SOLd OF 

THE SERIES

The island of peliz is the only island in 

Lake Geneva. On this piece of land, almost 

entirely covered by a hundred-year-old plane 

tree, the corpse of an English billionaire 

and former secret agent is discovered. For 

the county that prides itself on being “clean 

and tidy” it is a disaster, especially since 

the investigations have led nowhere.

Commissioner Delapage is not, however, 

lacking for suspects: an industrialist, an 

oenologist-watchmaker, a sculptor and even 

a monk…

At this dead end there is only one solution: 

call in the skilled collector of confessions, 

his old friend Higgins.

Because identifying the assassin means 

avoiding engulfing Lake Geneva in flames.

AbOuT iNsPeCTOR higgiNs…
While seeming to enjoy a quiet retirement in his comfortable home 
full of souvenirs from the East, the ex-Chief Inspector finds himself 
regularly torn from his roses and readings of eminent authors in order 
to help Scotland yard resolve particularly sensitive cases.

The only Englishman who hates tea, a stocky food lover with a salt and 
pepper mustache, he is a formidable auditor who knows how to scrutinize 
the darkest corners of the human soul and extract information from the 
tiniest of clues. 

http://www.inspecteurhiggins.com/ Skip TO COnTEnT



Christian JACQ 
These WOMeN WhO CReATed 
egYPT
(Ces femmes qui ont fait l’égypte)

An ode to Ancient egYPt And to WoMen 

in The Women Who Created Egypt Christian Jacq shows us 
the fundamental role that women, famous or not, played 
throughout the history of pharaonic Egypt. Women were 
pharaohs, guided diplomacy and one of them even commanded 
a liberation army.

From the first dynasty on, equality between men and women 
was an essential value. The first Greek voyagers who 
visited Egypt were deeply shocked by this astonishing 
scene: women walking around by themselves, without a 
husband or a guardian, selling various products at the 
market, with the right to divorce, seeming to enjoy 
thousands of rights that, according to them, these 
“inferior creatures” shouldn’t have.

in pharaonic Egypt there were no women cloistered in 
the back of the house, no forced marriages, no bans 
on the freedom of movement, no compulsory clothing, no 
religious prohibition, no submission to male authority.

Christian Jacq thus asks 
himself: “Given the current 

situation in a great 
number of countries, 
shouldn’t this example of 
Egyptian women serve as a 
model?”  From Hatshepsut, 
the Queen of Gold, to 
Cleopatra and including 

many illustrious unknowns, 
servants, hairdressers, 
musicians, this series of 
portraits is passionate. 
And the book is more than 
ever in line with the 
times.

A RESOLUTELy 
CONTEMPORARy 
HISTORICAL ESSAy

Published
MAY 24, 2018
300 P.

 
historical essay

“one can appreciate the 
degree of civilization of 
a people in terms of the 
more or less bearable 
state of women in the 
social order”

Jean-FrançoiS 
CHaMPollion,  
FaTHer oF eGYPToloGY
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MIREILLE CALMELMireille Calmel
The giRl OF The KNighT 
TeMPlARs
(La Fille des Templiers – Vol. 1)

the neW histoRicAl sAgA BY MiReille cAlMel 

discoVeR the incRediBle stoRY oF the cuRse  
oF the Knight teMPlARs…

it all begins in 1314 when Jacques de Molay, the last 
great master of the knight Templars is burned in 
public by order of the king, phillippe le Bel. While 
the man is suffering a dove places a strange message 
in the king’s hands: he and all his heirs will be 
condemned for this crime. it is the curse, heedless.

Eight years later the new king, Charles iV is warned 
by his advisors: his mistress, the formidable Jeanne 
de Dampierre, may have a link with the Order and would 
want his death. Three princes in the French court have 
already been stricken by the curse. A counter attack 
must be organized – and fast.  Before dying philippe le 
Bel had uttered a name: Flore Dupin…a simple country 
girl. in the race against the clock, the investigation 
focuses on this young women unknown to all.

But who really is Flore? What is the meaning of the 
birthmark on her stomach which she will learn is 
identical to the Roman Seal of the grand master of 
the knight Templars?What link, especially, does this 
peasant have with the king’s mistress, Jeanne de 
Dampierre? Behind these two women an enemy shadow 
advances, ready for revenge…

Flamboyant heroines, beautiful and fiery,  
who face their destiny with force and 

determination

An exhilarating historical thriller,  
with breathtaking action and surprises 

galore

Under the watchful writing of Mireille 
Calmel, the curse of the Knights Templar 

takes out everything in its path…

Published
MAY 24, 2018
350 P.

 
HISTORICAL NOVEL 

Skip TO COnTEnT

mireille Calmel
Born in 1964, has been writing since 
the age of eight. like many authors, 
her writing career started discreetly, 
with songs, short stories, plays. 
Then, she took several years 
to write her first novel, 
eleanor’s Bed (Xo, 2002), 
the success of which 
was like a fairytale come 
true for Mireille. She has 
published a total  
of 9 novels with Xo,  
all of which have been best-
sellers. Mireille lives in the 
aquitaine region with 
her husband 
and two 
children.
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“To regain hope, we need to confront the reality of our world.

Some believe that our country is in decline, that the worst is yet to come, 
that our civilization is withering away. That only isolation or civil strife 
are on our horizon. That to protect ourselves from the great transformations 
taking place around the globe, we should go back in time and apply the recipes 
of the last century. […]

i am convinced that they are all wrong. it is their models, their recipes, 
that have simply failed. France as a whole has not failed. 

i am convinced that our country has the strength, the resilience, and the desire 
to progress. its history and its people make this possible.”

In Revolution, Emmanuel Macron reveals his 
personal history and his inspirations, and 
discusses his vision of France and its future 
in a new world that is undergoing a ‘great 
transformation’. This is a remarkable book 
that seeks to lay the foundations for a 
new society — a compelling testimony and 
statement of values by a political leader 
who has become the flag-bearer for a new 
kind of politics.

 
NON FICTION 

Emmanuel Macron
RevOluTiON (Révolution)

NOveMbeR 24,2016
270 P.
eNglish 
TRANslATiON 
AvAilAble

200,000 COPIES 
SOLd IN FRANCE

eMMAnuel MAcRon’s  Bestselling essAY ReVolution

Skip TO COnTEnT
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“emmanuel Macron has stood up for liberal values. He put forward 
a vision for the important role that France plays in europe and 
around the world, and he is committed to a better future for the 
French people. He appeals to people’s hopes and not their fears.” 
BaraCK oBaMa 

tRAnslAted in  20 countRies

Brazil / Grupo Editorial 
Record / BestSeller

Bulgaria / Sluntse

China / Hachette phoenix 

Denmark / informations 
Forlag 

Germany / Morstadt Verlag 

Greece / psichogios

india / HarperCollins

italy / La nave di Teseo

Japan / poplar publishing 

korea / kwangmoonkag 
publishing

Lebanon (Arabic worldwide) / 
All prints publishers 

netherlands / Xander 
Uitgevers

poland / poznanskie

Romania / Trei 

Serbia / Obodsko Slovo

Spain / Malpaso / Lince 
Ediciones

US & Uk & AUS & nZ Scribe 
publishing 

Vietnam / First news 

Skip TO COnTEnT
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KOUAME In collaboration with LIONEL DUROY

bACK FROM The dARKNess
(Revenu des ténèbres)

the deePlY MoVing Account  
oF A Young MigRAnt 

There will always be a quill to write the 
future, but no rubber could erase the past.

it is Saturday December 8, 2012 and 14-year-old kouamé 
is relaxing and watching TV with his Dad while his Mom 
and sister are busily preparing lunch. A Saturday like 
any other, until the door opens and the unspeakable 
horror enters. Fear! Fright! The devastating shock 
of seeing one’s parents assassinated before your very 
eyes. His older sister Aicha finds the courage to utter 
two words “get out” before being attacked. So kouamé 
hesitates no longer than one second before jumping from 
the window and fleeing.
He thus begins a terrible exodus across Africa. He 
crosses into the neighboring country and decides to go 
to Libya, because he is told that it is possible to live 
like a king there, that everything is free and that 
there is also work to be had. However instead of the 
Libyan paradise kouamé is faced with the cynicism of 
the smugglers, the hell of the deserts and the refugee 
camps. 
And after Libya, his exodus continues into Algeria and 
Morocco. And then comes the ultimate test: crossing 
the Mediterranean on an overcrowded raft which, after 
hours on the sea, begins to slowly sink into the waves. 
its rescue is a miracle. kouamé will not be swallowed 
by the sea. He will reach Spain, then France and, from 
station to station, will wash up in Toulouse with five 
euros in his pocket.
Today, kouamé is 19 years old and has a furious desire 
to live and testify for all these shadows we call 
refugees.

AN EXCEPTIONAL STORy THAT LEAVES US REVOLTED
•

3 yEARS OF FACING FEAR, HUNGER, THE VIOLENCE  
OF THE SMUGGLERS AND THE TERRIBLE CROSSING OF  

THE MEDITERRANEAN ON A RAFT
•

BEHIND ALL THESE SHADOWS THAT WE CALL REFUGEES THERE 
ARE LIVES, FACES, SUFFERINGS, HOPES, WOMEN AND MEN!

Published 
MARCh 22, 2018
240 P.

 
non-fiction

Kouame
in 2012, when he was 14 
years old, Kouamé’s parents 
were assassinated and his 
sister was raped before his 
very eyes. Forced to leave his 
country the young man was 
thrown onto the ruthless roads 
of migration…a hell that would 
last four years.
in Back from the Darkness 
Kouamé enlightens us about the 
terrible reality of the men and 
women who fight to survive.

Skip TO COnTEnT
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Solène Revol
A liTTle vOiCe TOld Me 
TO KeeP lOsiNg WeighT   
(Une Petite voix me disait 
de maigrir encore)

the stAggeRing testiMonY oF A RecoVeRY!

i head for the scale: 33.8 kilos. i’ve lost 
some more weight, part of me is satisfied. 
But i’m also sad: if i keep losing weight 

i’ll have to stay in the hospital for a long 
time. And i have my baccalaureate to take...i 
feel like the illness is eating me up. There 
is almost nothing left of me. Why am i so 

happy to keep getting thinner? 

For almost two years, Solène was caught up in the 
hell of anorexia. in this diary, she tells of the  
“monster“ that showed up at each meal and keeps her 
from eating: a haunting little voice that makes her 
believe she is a “zero”, “enormous”, “filthy”. 

Thanks to persistence, the love of her family, the 
support of the medical staff, Solène will regain 
confidence in herself and find the taste for life 
once again. A liberation that this radiant young 
woman, now a student, wants to communicate to all 
the others.

A MAGNIFICENT MESSAGE OF HOPE!
•

A BOOK THAT WILL HELP READERS  
TO BETTER UNDERSTAND ANOREXIA 

•

AN ESSENTIAL TEXT TO THOSE WHO SUFFER 
FROM ANOREXIA

i would like this book to help teenagers to 
better accept themselves, to let go and that 
it also helps parents to seek help from the 
very first signs of the illness. Anorexia 
is a nightmare. At any time of the day or 

the night we can find ourselves in distress, 
alone, lost…on the edge of an abyss. 

Published 
MARCh 29, 2018
288 P.

non-fiction

solène revol is 16 years-old 
when she begins to suffer from 
anorexia. an illness that will turn 
the life of this brilliant high school 
student into a nightmare. during 
her nine-month long hospitalization 
she kept a diary in which she tells 
her battle with the little voice that 
told her to keep  getting thinner 
and thinner. in 2017, at the age of 
19, Solène began her engineering 
studies. This fight, she says, made 
her stronger, “i won’t let my old 
demons resurface”.

Skip TO COnTEnT
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Mike Horn

ANTARCTiCA, The dReAM 
OF A liFeTiMe
(L’Antarctique, le rêve d’une vie)

An incRediBle BAttle AgAinst 
the eleMents, the cold, 
the Wind & the ice

Published 
MAY, 2018
280 P.

 
non-fiction / Adventure

Profession: extreme adventurer 
Mike Horn was born on July 16th 1966 in Johannesburg. during his childhood,he does 
much sport such as rugby, cricket, athletics, tennis, bike, etc. in 1991, he embarks on 
his first adventure: he explores the Peruvian andes rafting and paragliding. Thus was 
he bitten by the adventure bug. 
Through his expeditions, Mike Horn, despite all incidents, loneliness and extreme 
conditions, has always been pursuing the one and the same goal: to feel alive, free, 
with and for other people. He deals with his challenges as if they were paths of 
wisdom. For thirty years, he has been delivering humanist messages, showing us the 
strenght of his values and mind. 

©

Skip TO COnTEnT



MIKE HORN IS CONSIDERED TO bE 
THE GREATEST MODERN-DAY EXPLORER

Crossing Antarctica was my childhood dream. i decided to face this 
white immensity by following an unexplored itinerary, the longest 
that one could imagine: 5100 kilometers in an almost perfectly 
straight path with, in the middle, a terrible obstacle: Dome 
Charlie, a mountain of ice.

To succeed in this crossing, i know i will have to beat speed 
records so as not to be swallowed up by the winter. people told me 
it would be hellish, a race against death. After three weeks on a 
boat to get to the continent amid icebergs, the 13th of December 
2016 i firmly stick my poles in the ice, my skis are parallel and 
a 256- kilogram sled is attached to my shoulders.

For a moment my heart tightens. i have a moment of melancholy. i 
think about Cathy, my wife, who before joining the stars, whispered: 
“Live for me, Mike, live for both of us”. i will no longer turn 
back. i will look ahead. Armed with only my kite-ski and my calves, 
i am a long way from imagining the challenge ahead.

On February 7, 2017, at 22h50 Mike Horn, alone and unassisted, 
completes his Antarctic crossing. 5100 kilometers in 57 days in 
extreme conditions that pushed him to the end of his force.

Skip TO COnTEnT‘ ’
“That very day I took off on 
the most beautiful, the most 
difficult and the craziest of 
adventures.”

“I always knew that freedom was 
reliant on our inner soul.”
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ROCK & KATHRYN bOIVIN 
Foreword by NICOLAS VANIER

TRAPPeR dReAMs 
(Rêves de trappeur)

the incRediBle stoRY oF the lAst tRAPPeRs in 
the cAnAdiAn gReAt noRth

i don’t care about earning money, or about 
a career… i want to know the thrill of the 
immensity of the ice, i want to live like a 
trapper, to hunt and fish, run on the tracks, 

navigate the rivers and feel at one with nature. 
And what i am looking for above all, is the 

truth in people. in the great cold, at negative 
forty, whether we are rich, poor, indian, black, 

or green, we are all on equal ground.

Published  
MARCh 15, 2018
304 P.

 
non-fiction

Kathryn and roCK Boivin are the parents of two grown children. 
at over sixty-five years old they still live in the Yukon and their passion for the 
Great north is still as intense.in Back from the darkness Kouamé enlightens us 
about the terrible reality of the men and women who fight to survive.. 

Skip TO COnTEnT
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This young man thirsting for adventure is Rock, a loud-mouthed Quebecois and 
a great admirer of Davy Crockett. At eighteen years old he leaves everything 
behind, his studies, his comfort, and takes off to the Yukon, in the footsteps 
of the pioneers and gold rushers who were so dear to Jack London.  
At the beginning of the 80’s his route crosses that of kathryn, a Calamity Jane 
who stands up to all the macho men surrounding her. She had left British-Columbia 
to come and work on giant machines in a gold mine. The meeting of these two 
outstanding personalities. 
 Crazy in love and carried by the same dreams, the same quest of truth and 
liberty, kathryn and Rock respond to the call of the forest and decide to live 
in the middle of the “bush”, in the Canadian Great north, in the manner of the 
« coureurs des bois ».

A LESSON OF HUMILITy AND OF HARMONy WITH NATURE
•

AN ODE TO FREEDOM

“This uncommon way of living, this love for nature, 
these stories and the humor found in this book infused 
with the bush, the aroma of wood from the little 
stove that heats the tent in winter, and perfumed by 
the pine branches that make up the soft carpet upon 
which we have spent so many nights. When reading 
about Kathryn and Rock we hear the wolves howl, we 
want to eat a snow partridge roasted over the fire 
while admiring the Northern Lights.” NICOLAS VANIER 
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ANNE PLICHOTA & CENdRINE wOLF

the ModeRn RoBin hoods 

FiVE TEEnAGERS ALL FAnS OF SkATEBOARDinG

AnD ROLLERBLADinG REUniTED AGAinST

SOCiAL AnD CULTURAL inJUSTiCES

VOL. 1
Far is 16 years old, she is a gifted young woman torn 
between two cultures.
Merlin & Titus, twins, have dropped out of school. They 
are 17 and instability is part of their everyday life.
Tom, 13 years old, acrobat, solitary and rebellious,
lacks for nothing except his father’s esteem.
And finally John, the youngest at 12 years of age, is 
a boy born into a girl’s body, pampered by his parents 
but misunderstood by the rest of the world.
They all have something to prove, a wound to heal.They 
will come together thanks their shared passion, street 
sports, and will engage in the same quest: justice.
Tom’s older brother, Lip, will give them the opportunity 
to fight for it. He decides to transform the 5/5 into 
a clan: the Robin Hoods of the city.
Soon the five teens are going make life difficult 
for all unscrupulous profiteers… without the slightest 
suspicion of the dangers that await them… 
VOL. 2
The bonds between the street sport aficionados have 
become stronger as they have gotten to know each other 
better. Each of them finds himself amid his own personal 
torments. John, in particular, is worried. puberty is 
approaching, and his body too, the girl that he does 
not want to be is becoming more and more apparent.
They all want to continue their fight against the 
corrupt, but within the group, treason has brought 
suspicion and it fractures their exquisite unity.

AN ESSENTIAL SERIES THAT WILL ADRESS  
TO ALL THE TEENAGERS 

•
ADVENTURES, THRILLS, SUSPENSE

vOl. 2 
JANuARY 2018
240 P.

 
YOUNG ADULT NOVEL

anne Plichota & Cendrine 
Wolf are the authors of the 
worldwide successful 
oksa Pollock series. 
in this new fast-paced series
they touch on themes that 
are dear to them: identity, 
tolerance, fraternity and
relationships with others.

Skip TO COnTEnT

vOl. 1
OCTObeR 2017
240 P.

THE NEw SERIES
bY THE AUTHORS

OF "OKSA POLLOK"
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